Engineering Career Talk at Loyang Secondary School a Hit with Students

by Yue Kok Sun

In conjunction with the National Engineers Day 2014, IES was invited to the Career Day by Mr Norman Long, Loyang Secondary's Education and Career Guidance Liaison Officer

On this Career Day, they have invited speakers from various industries to speak about their jobs, career prospects, how they got into the job etc. Highlighting the aerospace engineering career path was Mr Lim Yeow Khee, President of the Singapore Institute of Aerospace Engineers (SIAE), whose talk to nearly 200 Sec 4 and Sec 5 students, had created a buzz.

Mr Lim presenting his talk to the students at the school performance theatre

Mr Lim answering questions from students about engineering jobs
Questions were raised by students on what is the job requirement working in the Aerospace industry? Other questions were on the benefits received as an aerospace engineer and what are the opportunities in the aviation industry as a whole.

The talk ended on a high note for the students as they have to made their choice after finishing their ‘O’ level this year.

~the end~